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2O2O-21 Concert Week No. 5:  Musical Patterns

MUSICAL PATTERNS

2O2O-21 Season Week 5
performance/fi lming:  December 4-5, 2020, at Severance Hall

In Focus Episode No. 5
broadcast:  January 28 to April 28 via Adella

THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA
Vinay Parameswaran, conductor
Jung-Min Amy Lee, violin
Marc-André Hamelin, piano

PHILIP GLASS (b.1937)
Glassworks: Opening
(reworked by Christian Badzura)

ARVO PÄRT (b.1935)
Fratres (for solo violin, strings, and percussion)

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH (1685-1750)
Keyboard Concerto No. 5 in F minor, BWV1056

     1. Allegro moderato
     2. Largo
     3. Presto

JOHN ADAMS (b. 1947)
Shaker Loops (for strings)

     1. Shaking and Trembling
     2. Hymning Slews
     3. Loops and Verses
     4. A Final Shaking
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Please note:  For the fi lming sessions, the pieces were
performed in this order:  Adams, Pärt, Glass, Bach.
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CONCERT OVERVIEW

       This concert, led by superstar American composer John Adams, draws connec-
tions between old and new, between today’s musical patterns and the timeless, 
structured elegance of Johann Sebastian Bach. Rhythm, melody, and pattern re-
main the building blocks of music, here showcased in intriguing Modern, Mini-
malist, and Baroque works fi lled with lush transparency — and enveloping and 
involving the listener anew.

       The Estonian Arvo Pärt’s Fratres has been arranged for a multitude of instru-
mentations, and displays the composer’s “tintinnabulatory” style of writing, rever-
berant as bells.

       Works by Adams and Philip Glass lay stakes to the breadth and depth of 
Minimalism’s appeal and growth, while a concerto by J.S. Bach reminds us of that 
inimitable master’s place as forerunner for building elaborate music from basic 
parts — weaving math and music together, pairing intellect and soul.

ABOUT THE MUSIC:  PÄRT

FRATRES (for solo violin, strings, and percussion)
by Arvo Pärt (b. 1935)

Composed:  1977

Scored for:  originally for chamber orchestra, but designed to be played 
  by any group; fi rst presented by string orchestra and percussion 
  in 1991; the percussion = claves and bass drum

Duration:  about 10 minutes
________________________________

THE ESTONIAN COMPOSER Arvo Pärt came to international notice in the 
1970s with music that blended the style of American minimalists with a transcen-
dental Christian faith.  He believes in the value of silence and stillness, and his 
compositions have a systematic structure beneath the calm and almost motionless 
surface.

       The main structuring of Fratres, meaning “brothers,” was originally in three 
voices.  In the version in this week’s concerts, these are represented by the strings, 
over a long unmoving drone.  Their pattern of phrases, each one a little longer 
than the previous one, is repeated seven times.  It starts high in the violins and 
gradually descends at each recurrence, rising to loud and then receding to soft.

       To this framework the composer added a part for solo violin, who inaugurates 
the process with a cadenza-like sequence, and who then decorates the music with 
increasingly complex fi gures. Pärt also added a two-bar passage for percussion 
(bass drum and claves) as a separator between each recurrence of the three-part 
entry. A very special sense of stillness is achieved by the solemnity of this music, 
and by the solo violin’s musings.

—program note by Hugh Macdonald © 2020
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ABOUT THE MUSIC:  GLASS

GLASSWORKS

(reworked by Christian Badzura)
by Philip Glass (b. 1937)

Composed:  1982

Scored for:  piano and string quartet

Duration:  just over 5 minutes
________________________________

IN A LONG CAREER , Philip Glass has composed an extraordinary quantity 
of music in every kind of medium — from works for solo piano to symphonies, 
operas, and movie scores.  He has achieved broad recognition both as a serious 
composer and in the pop world. The style that we think of today as Minimalism 
was largely his creation.  It came about in the late 1960s in reaction to the terrifying 
complexities of Serialism, which had come to dominate the fi eld of contemporary 
music, especially on college campuses, and which many people among the gen-
eral public found challenging to listen to or like.

       Glass’s goal of simplifying the music’s overall language was achieved by ap-
plying a new time-scale to essentially simple, even banal, musical material, so 
that repetition (the most obvious process applied) was not quite what it seemed. 
Change would no longer occur within tiny fractions of the pulse, but now at long 
intervals, barely perceptible perhaps, but leading the listener from a basic start-
ing point eventually to a quite new or diff erent place, or even back to the starting 
point if desired. The hypnotic qualities of this music were quickly appreciated by 
many, sometimes in parallel with addictive substances or hallucinogenics of other 
varie ties.

       Working in New York with Steve Reich and several others of like mind, Glass 
presented his works mostly in art galleries and unconventional spaces, and he 
used electronic instruments combined with traditional instruments. With Einstein 
on the Beach in 1975, he began a series of operas.  Indeed, many of his pieces have 
had some part of their origin in theater.

       Glassworks, which he wrote in 1982, was designed for a diff erent and specifi c 
audience, named for Walkman addicts (an early walk-about music-player that sud-
denly allowed people to bring music with them anywhere).  Many of these listen-
ers were, until then, mostly unfamiliar with Glass’s music.

       It was a highly successful move, for it brought Glass a popular following that 
led in turn to worldwide recognition.  And it made possible some of his more ex-
travagant and adventurous projects for more traditional instrumentation, includ-
ing symphonies and operas as well as piano pieces and string quartets.

       Of the six movements of Glassworks only the fi rst, titled “Opening,” is be-
ing  performed on this week’s concert.  The full work requires fl utes, saxophones, 
synthesizer, and a number of strings, but Opening is written for solo piano, playing 
two-against-three rhythms throughout, with a horn entry for the very last note. 
Composer-pianist Christian Badzura has softened the repetitive character of the 
piece by preserving the piano’s constant triplets while superimposing entries from 
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a string quartet with a more melodious character.  The impression of this version, 
in addition to the slow bending of the mind, is perhaps closer to a taste of actual 
honey, beyond the mere structure of a musical hive.

—program note by Hugh Macdonald © 2020

ABOUT THE MUSIC:  BACH

KEYBOARD CONCERTO NO. 5 in F minor, BWV1056
by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)

Composed:  circa 1730s

Scored for:  solo keyboard and string orchestra

Duration:  about 10 minutes
________________________________

HARD INFORMATION on the origin of Bach’s keyboard concertos is thin on the 
ground. They are generally lumped together as being composed sometime in the 
1730s and being derived from concertos for other instruments. For some of them, 
this is demonstrably the case, but for the Concerto in F minor (given the designa-
tion as “No. 5” long after Bach’s death), we know nothing about any other version 
— beyond the suspicion that, if it had been originally a keyboard concerto, the 
lefthand would surely have been given a more interesting balance with the right. 
Thus, the supposition that this was once an oboe concerto is plausible; the move-
ments are shorter than usual for a keyboard work, in kind consideration for a wind 
player’s lungs.

       The 1730s are a likely period for the production of keyboard concertos, be-
cause Bach was pulling back from the colossal commitment to music for the 
church, which had occupied him since his arrival in Leipzig in 1723.

       He decided instead to give more of his precious time to running concerts in the 
city, some of them promoted by purveyors of the latest craze, coff ee (and its caf-
feinated eff ects). His group was a voluntary association of professional musicians 
and university students who gave regular weekly concerts with public admission. 
This alone would have been a heavy commitment, but he also remained in charge 
of the music at Saint Thomas’s and a second church, Saint Nicolai. Yet by then he 
had a large reserve of cantatas and other music to draw on for his church duties 
and could devote more composing time to instrumental music.

       The Concerto in F minor adopts the standard three-movement form inherited 
from Vivaldi and the Italians.  The middle movement, marked Largo, is remarkable 
for being a single theme elaborately extended, with a just a hint of a return of the 
opening phrase, but with no secondary material whatsoever.  Pizzicato strings 
provide the barest of accompaniments.  The singing qualities of the harpsichord 
are here put under the microscope.

—program note by Hugh Macdonald © 2020
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ABOUT THE MUSIC:  ADAMS

SHAKER LOOPS (for strings)
by John Adams (b. 1947)

Composed:  1978, based on an earlier work; revised 1983

Scored for:  originally for string septet, adapted in 1983 for string orchestra

Duration:  about 25 minutes 
________________________________

John Adams writes about this work:

“Shaker Loops continues to be one of my most performed pieces.  There 
are partisans who favor the clarity and individualism of the solo septet 
version, and there are those who prefer the orchestral version for its added 
density and power.  The piece has several times been choreographed and 
even enjoyed a moment of cult status in the movie Barfl y, an autobio-
graphical account of the poet Charles Bukowsky’s down and out days on 
LA’s Skid Row.  In a famous scene, Bukowsky (Mickey Rourke), having been 
battered and bloodied by his drunken girlfriend (Faye Dunaway), holes up 
in a fl ophouse room, writing poems in a fi t of inspiration to the accompa-
niment of the insistent buzz of ‘Shaking and Trembling’.”

______________________________

I N TH E FI E LD O F Minimalist music, John Adams might be seen as the Mozart 
to Philip Glass’s Haydn.  Without claiming either contemporary fi gure to be the 
equal of their 18th-century counterparts, the relationship is comparable because 
Adams has built on Glass’s pioneering work and created a body of work that has a 
depth and sophistication that earns him the kind of appreciation that has always 
been awarded to the best music in the classical tradition.

       Ten years younger than Glass, Adams was similarly turned away from Serialism 
by the experience of being subjected to it too thoroughly at Harvard.  Teaching at 
the San Francisco Conservatory of Music in the 1970s, he was able to work out his 
own ideas about music with the school’s new music ensemble, often using elec-
tronic resources.  His half-hour piano piece Phrygian Gates of 1977 was built largely 
on repetition, as was Shaker Loops, composed a year later.

       Shaker Loops was originally scored for string septet, derived from an earlier 
string quartet titled Wavemaker.  The work’s name suggests a connection with 
the American Shakers, the celibate millenarian community whose doctines (not 
to mention their music and dancing) attained considerable popularity (or at least 
awareness across America) in the 19th century.  Their unorthodox practices were a 
particular focus of scholarly study in the 1970s.

       This music is visibly and audibly highly agitated.  The idea of shaking is om-
nipresent, partly from the almost ceaseless rapid movement of the instruments’ 
bows, and partly from the application of vibrato, which is subject to specifi c 
instructions from the composer.

       The loops of the title are the fragments of music that come round again and 
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again (as similar musical ideas do in the works of both Pärt and Glass), slightly 
shifted or modifi ed, producing out-of-sync eff ects.  Adams has explained that 
“rather than set up small engines of motivic materials and let them run free in a 
kind of random play of counterpoint, I used the fabric of continually repeating cells 
to forge large architectonic shapes, creating a web of activity that, even within the 
course of a single movement, was more detailed, more varied and knew both light 
and dark, serenity and turbulence.”

       The fi rst movement stands on its own as an exercise in rapid repetition, while 
the last three movements merge together musically, more or less, with a greater 
range of dynamic and pace.

       The musical architecture of this work is strong and convincing, and stands as 
early and rewarding evidence that Minimalist music was bound to develop in 
Adams’s hands  — and mind — into a major element and genre of modern 
American music.  His operas and major orchestral works followed, with Nixon in 
China reaching the stage in 1987, followed by a full fl owering of works and artistry 
as great in quality and variety as that of many of classical music’s proverbial old 
masters.

—program note by Hugh Macdonald © 2020

Hugh Macdonald is Avis H. Blewett Professor Emeritus of Music at Washington Univer-
sity in Saint Louis. He has written books on Beethoven, Berlioz, Bizet, and Scriabin.

Digital Program Book
Browse and read program notes and
bios on your smartphone by texting
”TCO” to 216-238-0883

By texting to this number, you may receive 
messages about The Cleveland Orchestra and its 
performances; message and data rates may apply. 
Reply “HELP” for help, “STOP” to cancel.

Or scan the
QR Code above 

with your 
phone to go 

directly to the
digital book.

In addition to the concert performance, each episode of our In Focus broadcasts 
this season includes behind-the-scenes features about the music and musicmaking.  
Learn more by  going to www.Adella.live or by downloading the Adella app.  
Each In Focus broadcast presentation is available for viewing for three months 
from its premiere. 
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CONDUCTOR:  
VINAY PARAMESWARAN
 Associate Conductor
 Elizabeth Ring and William Gwinn Mather Endowed Chair
 The Cleveland Orchestra

 Music Director
 Cleveland Orchestra Youth Orchestra 

The 2020-21 season marks Vinay Parameswaran’s fourth year as a member of The 
Cleveland Orchestra’s conducting staff .  In this role, he leads the Orchestra in sev-
eral dozen concerts each season at Severance Hall, Blossom Music Festival, and on 
tour.  He also serves as music director of the Cleveland Orchestra Youth Orchestra.

       Mr. Parameswaran came to Cleveland following three seasons as associate con-
ductor of the Nashville Symphony (2014-2017), where he led over 150 performanc-
es. In the summer of 2017, he was a Conducting Fellow at the Tanglewood Music 
Center.  Recent seasons have included Mr. Parameswaran making his guest con-
ducting debuts with the Rochester Philharmonic and the Tucson Symphony, and 
also made his subscription debut with the Nashville Symphony conducting works 
by Gabriella Smith, Grieg, and Piev.  Other recent engagements have included 
debuts with the National Symphony Orchestra, Milwaukee Symphony, Jacksonville 
Symphony, Eugene Symphony, and the Vermont Symphony Orchestra.

       In addition to his concert work, Mr. Parameswaran has led performances of 
Mozart’s The Magic Flute and Donizetti’s The Elixir of Love with Curtis Opera Theater. 
He also assisted with Opera Philadelphia’s presentation of Verdi’s Nabucco.

       Mr. Parameswaran has participated in conducting masterclasses with David 
Zinman at the National Arts Centre Orchestra in Ottawa, as well as with Marin 
Alsop and Gustav Meier at the Cabrillo Festival of Contemporary Music.  He is the 
conductor on the album Two x Four with the Curtis 20/21 ensemble alongside 
violinists Jaime Laredo and Jennifer Koh, featuring works by Bach, David Ludwig, 
Philip Glass, and Anna Clyne.

       A native of the San Francisco Bay Area, Mr. Parameswaran played percussion for 
six years in the San Francisco Symphony Youth Orchestra.  He holds a bachelor of 
arts degree in music and political science from Brown University, where he began 
his conducting studies with Paul Phillips.  He received a diploma from the Curtis 
Institute of Music, where he studied with Otto-Werner Mueller as the Albert M. 
Greenfi eld Fellow.
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SOLOIST:  
JUNG-MIN AMY LEE
 Associate Concertmaster
 Gretchen D. and Ward Smith Endowed Chair
 The Cleveland Orchestra

Amy Lee joined The Cleveland Orchestra as associate concertmaster in March 
2008.  She enjoys a varied performing and teaching career, equally at home in 
both orchestral and chamber music settings.  She also serves as an artist-in-res-
idence at Kent State University in the Hugh A. Glauser School of Music.  Ms. Lee 
spends her summers as a faculty member at the Kent Blossom Music Festival in 
Kent, Ohio, and performs at various festivals, including Marlboro Music in Vermont.

       An active chamber musician, Amy Lee is a member of several ensembles, in-
cluding the Omni Quartet, Ensemble HD, and Kent State’s Verve Chamber Players.  
Founded with fellow members of The Cleveland Orchestra, Alicia Koelz, Joanna 
Patterson Zakany, and Tanya Ell, the Omni Quartet performs regularly throughout 
Northeast Ohio.  Ensemble HD is an innovative and forward-thinking group seek-
ing to connect with a broad audience by performing at bars around the region 
and in concert halls.  Their recently released album is titled Live at the Happy Dog. 
Ms. Lee was formerly a member of the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center 
Two program, participating in tours, a digital concert series and recordings, and 
educational engagement programs.

       As a soloist, Ms. Lee has appeared with orchestras worldwide, making her 
debut with the Philadelphia Orchestra at the age of 15.  During her tenure with The 
Cleveland Orchestra, she has performed as soloist in Stravinsky’s Violin Concerto, 
Luigi Dallapiccola’s Tartiniana No. 1, Franz Waxman’s Carmen Fantasy, and Samuel 
Barber’s Violin Concerto.  She has also performed with the Flagstaff  Symphony Or-
chestra, Santa Fe Pro Musica Chamber Orchestra, National Gallery Orchestra, and 
Germany’s Baden-Baden Philharmonic, among other ensembles.

       Amy Lee holds a bachelor’s degree from the Curtis Institute of Music and a 
master’s degree from the Juilliard School.  She is a former fi rst-prize winner of San 
Francisco’s Irving M. Klein International String Competition and the Corpus Christi 
International Competition for piano and strings.
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SOLOIST:  
MARC-ANDRÉ HAMELIN

French-Canadian pianist Marc-André Hamelin is recognized for the technical polish 
of his performances and his interpretive elegance.  He made his Cleveland Orches-
tra debut in April 2015 and most recently played with the Orchestra in November 
2019 prior to this performance recorded in December 2020.

       Mr. Hamelin appears in concert with major orchestras around the world and in 
chamber music and recitals and in festivals internationally.  An exclusive Hyperion 
Records artist, Mr. Hamelin has a discography of more than 50 albums and has re-
ceived nine Grammy nominations.  His world premiere performances of concertos 
by Mark Anthony Turnage and Ryan Wigglesworth, along with his own composi-
tions, attest to his wide repertoire and advocacy for new music.  

       His honors include a lifetime achievement award from the German Record 
Critic’s Association, and being named an Offi  cer of the Order of Canada, a Cheva-
lier de l’Ordre du Québec, and a member of the Royal Society of Canada.  Begin-
ning piano studies at age fi ve, Mr. Hamelin attended Montreal’s École de musique 
Vincent-d’Indy and Philadelphia’s Temple University.  

       For more information, visit www.marcandrehamelin.com
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The Cleveland Orchestra is grateful to these 
organizations for their ongoing generous 
support of The Cleveland Orchestra:  
National Endowment for the Arts, the State of Ohio and Ohio Arts Council, 
and to the residents of Cuyahoga County through Cuyahoga Arts and Culture.

The Cleveland Orchestra is proud of its long-term partnership with Kent State University, 
made possible in part through generous funding from the State of Ohio.

The Cleveland Orchestra is proud to have its home, Severance Hall, located on the campus of 
Case Western Reserve University, with whom it has a long history of collaboration and partnership.

THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA

O N E  O F  T H E  F E W  major American orchestra’s founded by a woman, The 
Cleveland Orchestra’s inaugural concert took place in December 1918, at a time 
of renewed optimism and progressive community ideas.  By the middle of the 
century, with its own concert hall, the decades of growth and sustained eff ort had 
turned the ensemble into one of the most-admired around the world.  Under the 
leadership of Franz Welser-Möst since 2002, The Cleveland Orchestra has extended 
its artistry and musical abilities and remains one of the most sought-after perform-
ing ensembles in the world — year after year setting standards of extraordinary 
artistic excellence, creative programming, and community engagement.  In recent 
years, the New York Times has it “the best in America” for its virtuosity, elegance of 
sound, variety of color, and chamber-like musical cohesion, “virtually fl awless,” and 
“one of the fi nest ensembles in the country (if not the world).”

       The partnership with Franz Welser-Möst, begun in 2002 and entering its 19th 
year with the 2020-21 season, has earned The Cleveland Orchestra unprecedented 
residencies in the U.S. and around the world, including one at the Musikverein in 
Vienna, the fi rst of its kind by an American orchestra.  It also performs regularly 
at important European summer festivals.  The Orchestra’s 100th season in 2017-
18 featured two international tours, concluding with the presentation on three 
continents of Welser-Möst’s Prometheus Project featuring Beethoven Symphonies 
and overtures; these Beethoven concerts were presented in May and June 2018, at 
home in Cleveland, in Vien na’s Musikverein, and in Tokyo’s Suntory Hall.

       The Cleveland Orchestra has a long and distinguished recording and broadcast 
history.  A series of DVDs (available through Clasart Classics) and CD recordings un-
der the direction of Mr. Welser-Möst continues to add to an extensive and widely 
praised catalog of audio recordings made during the tenures of the ensemble’s 
earlier music directors.  In addition, Cleveland Orchestra concerts are heard in syn-
dication each season on radio stations throughout North America and Europe. 

       From 2020 forward, a number of new digital media initiatives are being 
launched to share and extend the ensemble’s artistry globally.  These include de-
but releases on the Orchestra’s own recording label, an ongoing series of podcasts 
titled “On A Personal Note,” a new digital streaming platform named Adella (after 
the Orchestra’s founder Adella Prentiss Hughes), and a series of premium concert 
broadcasts created from the 2020-21 season titled In Focus.  

       For more information, visit: www.clevelandorchestra.com.


